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Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was employed to study structural transformations occur-
ring in high-density polyethylene (HDPE) during deformation in a liquid medium by craz-
ing mechanism. Processing of the obtained images yielded the parameters of HDPE
structure at different tensile strains. It was shown that crazing causes the development
of a fibrillar–porous structure in the interlamellar space, the fragmentation of lamellae,
and the displacement of lamella fragments relative to each other. Moreover, the deforma-
tion is accompanied by the separation of lamellae and the long period increases in the
proportion to the tensile strain. The scheme of HDPE deformation upon crazing in liquid
medium was constructed based on the AFM images.

� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

High-density polyethylene (HDPE) is a profoundly
investigated semicrystalline polymer, and numerous
works [1–10] have been focused on studying the mecha-
nism of its deformation and the evolution of its structure
upon stretching in air. At the same time, items made of
HDPE are frequently exploited in contact with various liq-
uid and gaseous media. In this situation, physically active
media, such as hydrocarbons, oils, alcohols, and surfac-
tants, which do not modify the chemical structure of the
polymer, can affect the mechanical properties of polyethy-
lene and decrease its endurance. Since the breakage of a
polymer being deformed in a liquid medium is preceded
by nucleation of crazes and cracks, the functional proper-
ties of polymers are estimated by monitoring their appear-
ance upon the complex action of an ambient liquid and
stress [11–16]. In the literature, this phenomenon is
referred to as the environmental stress cracking/crazing
(ESC), and the main efforts of researchers have been
focused on the suppression or deceleration of the craze/
crack development.

At the same time, the development of crazes upon poly-
mer deformation in physically active media (wet crazing or
solvent crazing) may be a positive factor, because this pro-
cess is accompanied by the appearance of a finely disperse
fibrillar–porous structure with pore and fibril sizes of
about 5–20 nm [17–19]. Works [19–21] were the first to
determine the conditions under which deformation of
amorphous glassy and semicrystalline polymers in liquid
media occurs by the crazing mechanism and gives rise to
the formation of nanoporous materials with a porosity as
high as 40–60%. It is of particular interest that polymer
deformation in solutions of various low- and high-molecu-
lar-mass compounds is accompanied by their penetration
into the nanoporous structure of crazes. Therefore, poly-
mer crazing in liquid media may be considered as a
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method for obtaining nanoporous materials (membranes
and sorbents) and as a process for producing nanocompos-
ites and highly disperse polymer–polymer blends [22–28].

Hence, the study of polymer crazing in physically active
media is an interesting problem from the viewpoints of
both determining the influence of liquid media on the
deformation mechanism of polymers and obtaining highly
disperse fibrillar–porous structures in them.

Spherulites consist of lamellae, which are oriented in
different directions, and form the morphology that prevails
in crystalline structures of polymers that are produced by
crystallization from melts in the absence of substantial
external actions. Being crystallized under the conditions
of a tensile stress, a melted polymer may form samples
containing anisotropically arranged stacks of lamellae,
which are predominantly oriented perpendicularly to an
extrusion axis [29–37]. Such anisotropic structures, which
are referred to as row-structures, are more convenient for
investigating structural rearrangements that accompany
the deformation of semicrystalline polymers, because
these structures are characterized by a smaller number of
possible orientations relative to an applied force.
Therefore, the study of their structural transformations
upon deformations directed along and normal to the extru-
sion axis makes it possible to simulate the deformation of
the lamellar stacks occurring in the equatorial and merid-
ional regions of the spherulites, respectively.

Fundamental data on the structural evolution of HDPE
upon its stretching in air have been obtained by wide-
and small-angle X-ray scattering [38,39], differential scan-
ning calorimetry, IR [40] and Raman [41] spectroscopy, as
well as atomic force [42,43] and electron microscopy
[44–47]. It is obvious that microscopic investigations are
of particular interest, because they enable one to directly
observe structural transformations that result from poly-
mer deformation.

Polymer deformation by the crazing mechanism in liq-
uid media is accompanied by fibrillization of a polymer
material and the development of a porous structure with
a large surface area (as large as 100 m2/g) [17,19]. As a
result, the structure of crazed polymers is thermodynami-
cally unstable and substantially changes after stress relax-
ation or removal of the medium. Therefore, the
investigation of the structure of deformed polymers
directly in a physically active media and under the condi-
tions preventing them from shrinkage is of especial signifi-
cance. As has been shown [48], atomic force microscopy
(AFM) is very suitable for investigation of polymer
deformed by the crazing mechanism, although this method
allows one to examine only the surface of a polymer film.
Note that the structure of HDPE deformed by the crazing
mechanism was investigated by AFM in the same liquid
medium in which the deformation had been carried out.
Samples deformed to different tensile strains were fas-
tened to a circular frame to prevent them from shrinkage.
The samples thus prepared made it possible to observe the
structure that directly resulted from the polymer
stretching.

The goal of this work is the AFM investigation of the
structural evolution of HDPE with an initial row-structure
upon stretching in a liquid physically active medium to
different tensile strains. The work consists of several sec-
tions. The initial HDPE structure is considered in the first
section of the work, and the second section is devoted to
the features of HDPE deformation in the liquid media and
in air. Then, AFM is employed to characterize the struc-
tures of HDPE deformed in the liquid medium to different
tensile strains.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

The objects for the study were HDPE (Mw = 210000 and
Mn = 7000 g/mol) films 25 lm thick (Stamylan, DSM) pro-
duced by extrusion blow molding. Films with sizes of
40 � 20 mm were deformed upon planar stretching in a
water–ethanol solution (1:7, vol/vol) at room temperature
and a rate of 5.4 mm/min.

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments
The experiments were performed using a TA 4000

thermoanalyzer (Metter). The mass of an examined sample
was 1.5 mg. Ideal crystal melting heat, which was used to
calculate the degree of crystallinity, was 293 J/g. The heat-
ing rate was 10 K/min. Lamella thickness was calculated by
the following formula:

Lc ¼ KcLsaxsðd=dcÞ; ð1Þ

where Lsaxs is the long period determined by small-angle
X-ray scattering (25 nm); d and dc are the densities of the
polymer and its crystalline phase (0.960 and 1.003),
respectively; and Kc is the degree of crystallinity (59%)
determined from the DSC data.

2.2.2. X-ray diffraction analysis
Small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering measurements

were carried out with a Nanostar instrument (Bruker
AXS) equipped with a Cu Ka generator of X-rays
(k = 0.154 nm).

2.2.3. Volume strain
Volume strain (W) of the deformed polymer was calcu-

lated from changes in the geometric sizes of the films as
the ratio of volume increment (DV) resulting from film
stretching to initial sample volume (V0), W = (DV/
V0) � 100 (%). The geometric dimensions of the deformed
HDPE sample were measured with a projector with a ten-
fold magnification and an IZV2 optimeter, the measure-
ment error was ±1 lm.

2.2.4. Procedure for investigating the structure of HDPE
deformed in the liquid medium

The structure of HDPE was studied in the following way.
Initially, a sample was stretched to some tensile strain
with a stretching unit operating in the liquid medium.
Then, without removing the sample from the liquid med-
ium and the clamps of the stretching unit, it was fastened
to a circular frame to fix its sizes throughout the perimeter
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and prevent it from shrinkage. The frame with the sample
was placed into a Petri dish filled with the medium (water–
ethanol solution) in which the stretching had been imple-
mented. A support was mounted under the center of the
film to reduce vibration. This system enabled us to carry
out the AFM examination of the deformed film surface in
the presence of the liquid under the conditions that
prevented the samples from shrinkage.

2.2.5. Atomic force microscopy experiments (AFM)
All AFM experiments were carried out using a

Solver Pro-M atomic force microscope (NT-MDT, Russia,
Zelenograd) in the ‘‘scanning by probe’’ configuration. A
Smena scanning head equipped with closed-loop feedback
sensors was used (scanner range of 100 � 100 � 7 lm).
The scanning was carried out in the contact and tapping
modes. The scanning was performed using MSCT-AUHW
cantilevers (Bruker, former Veeco, Santa Barbara,
California, United States).

The AFM images were processes using the Femtoscan
online software package (Advanced Technologies Center,
Russia). Each scan was processed using ‘‘Fit Lines’’ and
‘‘Plane Fit‘‘ functions to avoid the shift of rows and the
general slope, respectively. When necessary, the noise
was reduced by median filtering or averaging. In some
cases, the macroscopic height variations were removed
using the spline filtering. When plotting and analyzing
the sections, each section profile was constructed by
averaging the profiles over three adjacent section lines.
Fig. 1. (A) Schematic representation of the row-structure of a polymer produced
the line indicating the direction of the section profile (C) along the extrusion axis,
in panels (A) and (B) indicate the extrusion axis. Panel (D) depicts the histogram
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Structure of initial HDPE

The initial structure of HDPE selected for this work was
studied by the wide (WAXS)- and small-angle X-ray scat-
tering (SAXS), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC),
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and atomic force
microscopy (AFM) [48]. According to the DSC data, the
degree of crystallinity of HDPE films was 59%. HDPE films
were prepared by extrusion blow molding, i.e., under the
conditions of polymer crystallization in a stress field.
Under these conditions, the films were formed at a high
rate; therefore, melt macromolecules acquired extended
conformations, and, initially, they crystallized to form fib-
rils in the film extrusion direction. These fibrils act as
nuclei for the crystallization of the bulk. As the tempera-
ture was decreased, the crystallization process led to the
formation of lamellae containing folded chains, the epitax-
ial growth of which proceeded perpendicularly to the
direction of the melt flow and resulted in the formation
of a rod- or column-like structure (Fig. 1A). In the litera-
ture, structures of this kind are referred to as row-struc-
tures, Keller–Machin structures, or layered lamellar
structures [29–37]. The lamellae are assembled into col-
umns and are predominantly located layerwise perpen-
dicularly to the extrusion axis (Fig. 1A and B), although
regions with disorder in the arrangement of the lamellae
are also observed.
by extrusion blow molding [33] and (B) AFM image of initial HDPE, with
the vertical lines in the profile denote the tops of lamellae, and the arrows

of long period distribution for initial HDPE.
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In order to perform the AFM examinations of the unde-
formed and deformed films under the same conditions, the
structure of the initial samples was studied in the liquid
medium. The AFM images were used to plot the profiles
of sections along the extrusion axis (Fig. 1B). The distance
between the maxima in the section profiles (Fig. 1C) corre-
sponds to the distance between neighboring lamellae; i.e.,
represents the value of the long period.

The obtained data were used to plot the histogram of
long period distribution (Fig. 1D). The mean value of the
long period determined by AFM was 27 ± 8 nm. For HDPE
under investigation, this value has appeared to be in good
agreement with the results obtained by SAXS, according to
which the long period amounts to 25 nm [48].
3.2. Peculiarities of HDPE deformation in the liquid medium
by the crazing mechanism

Polymer deformation in liquid media by the crazing
mechanism is distinguished by a decrease in tensile stress
and an increase in polymer volume, as compared with the
stretching in air [19]. Fig. 2 depicts the engineering stress–
strain curves for stretching along the axis of HDPE extru-
sion in air (curve 1) and in water–ethanol solution (curve
2). It can be seen that, as compared with the stretching
in air, the HDPE deformation in liquid medium is not
accompanied by a change in the elasticity modulus of the
polymer, and the tensile stress decreases in the region of
the yield point.

Previous studies of crazing [19,20] have shown that the
deformation of HDPE in contact with liquid plasticizers is
accompanied by a reduction in the elasticity modulus
and a noticeable decrease in the yield stress. The deforma-
tion of HDPE in liquids in which the polymer does not
swell significantly (the degree of HDPE swelling in the
water–ethanol medium is no higher than 1%) occurs with-
out a reduction in the elasticity modulus but with a
decrease in the tensile stress in the region of the yield
point. Seemingly, the influence of these media is, to a
greater extent, associated with a reduction in the
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Fig. 2. Engineering stress–strain curves for HDPE films being deformed
along the extrusion axis in (1) air and (2) in water–ethanol solution and
perpendicularly to the extrusion axis in (3) air and (4) in water–ethanol
solution.
interphase surface energy; i.e., the water–ethanol solution
selected for the work turns out to be an adsorption-active
medium for HDPE.

As can be seen from the comparison between the
stress–strain curves measured for the deformation along
(Fig. 2, curves 1, 2) and perpendicularly (Fig. 2, curves 3,
4) to the extrusion axis, the direction of the stretching
force with respect to the extrusion axis is of importance
for HDPE films, which have a pronounced anisotropic lay-
ered structure. HDPE is deformed in the direction of the
extrusion axis at a higher stress, although it may be related
to the fact that the engineering stress–strain curves do not
take into account variations in the cross-sectional areas of
the samples upon stretching.

Since crazing is accompanied by the formation of a
highly disperse fibrillar–porous structure, volume incre-
ment is an important characteristic for polymer deforma-
tion in liquid medium. The value of volume strain allows
one to infer the stretching mechanism and the efficiency
of crazing from the viewpoint of the formation of the nano-
porous structure: the higher the volume strain the higher
the efficiency of crazing.

The volume strain of HDPE samples is presented in
Fig. 3 as function of tensile strain. It can be seen that defor-
mation in air (curve 1) and stretching in the liquid medium
in the direction perpendicular to the extrusion axis (curve
3) do not lead to the increasing the sample volume.

When HDPE is deformed in the direction coinciding
with the extrusion axis, its volume strain initially (up to
a tensile strain of 200%) dramatically increases; then, the
volume strain actually does not grow in the entire range
of tensile strains (curve 2) that is typical for semicrystalline
polymers being deformed by the crazing mechanism.

Fig. 4 shows the photographs taken from samples,
which were deformed, placed in a dye solution, washed
in running water, and dried. It can be seen that the dye
has only penetrated into the samples deformed in the liq-
uid medium along the extrusion axis (Fig. 4A). Samples
deformed in the liquid medium perpendicularly to the
extrusion axis are slightly colored in their middle part
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Fig. 3. Dependences of volume strain W on tensile strain e of HDPE upon
deformation (1, 2) along the extrusion axis in (1) air and (2) in water–
ethanol solution; (3) perpendicularly to the extrusion axis in water–
ethanol solution.



Fig. 4. Photographs of HDPE samples deformed by 200% in water–ethanol solution (A) along the extrusion axis and (B) perpendicularly to the extrusion
axis, as well as (C) along the extrusion axis in air.

Fig. 5. AFM image of HDPE deformed in water–ethanol solution by 50%
along the extrusion axis (indicated by arrow).
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(Fig. 4B). It can be seen that the deformation is accompa-
nied by the appearance of shear bands, and the dye
penetrates namely into these local zones. These bands
may be referred to as shear-crazes. Such formations have
previously been observed [49]. However, deformation of
this kind is not accompanied by a noticeable increase in
sample volume, which is evident from the data on the
volume strain of the deformed samples (Fig. 3, curve 3)
and from the lateral contraction of the deformed films that
is inherent in deformation through the shear mechanism.
The samples deformed in air (Fig. 4C) open porous
structure is not formed under these conditions.

The superposition of the data on the volume strain
(Fig. 3) and the stress–strain curves (Fig. 2) with the struc-
ture of initial HDPE (Fig. 1) shows that the deformation
occurs by the crazing mechanism when the direction of
the stretching force is perpendicular to the planes in which
the layers of lamellae lie. Moreover, the deformation by the
crazing mechanism takes place only in the presence of the
water–ethanol medium. It is known that cavitations
(microvoids) that arise during deformation of semicrys-
talline polymers may either collapse or grow with an
increase in the tensile strain. It is obvious that, in the pres-
ence of a physically active media, which reduces the inter-
phase surface energy, the microvoids are stabilized and a
porous structure permeable to liquids is developed [17–
21]. The water–ethanol medium, which is adsorption-ac-
tive for HDPE, fills and stabilizes the microvoids formed
during deformation, thereby promoting the development
of a network of interconnected pores permeable to the liq-
uid throughout the bulk polymer. In the absence of the
medium, the polymer is deformed with necking. Thus, if,
at some stage of stretching in air, micropores are formed,
they do not coalesce into a united permeable porous struc-
ture. So, the direction of an applied force and the presence
of a physically active media are the key factors for the
development of deformation of HDPE with an initial
row-structure by the crazing mechanism.
3.3. AFM study of the structural evolution of HDPE deformed
in the liquid medium by the crazing mechanism

Let us consider the evolution of the structure of HDPE
during stretching along the extrusion axis in the water–
ethanol medium, i.e., under the conditions providing the
deformation through the crazing mechanism. The AFM
images presented in Figs. 5–8 were taken from samples
stretched to different tensile strains. At each tensile strain,
the distribution histograms were plotted based on the AFM
data, and the following parameters were determined: the
mean value of the long period, i.e., the distance between
the lamellae or the distance between the maxima in the
section profiles along the stretching axis, and the mean
lamella thickness, which was determined as the half-width



Fig. 6. (A) AFM image of HDPE stretched by 100% in water–ethanol solution. The stretching direction is denoted by the arrow. (B) Section profile
constructed along line (1) in image (A), with the vertical dotted lines in the profile denoting the tops of fibrils. (C) Distribution histogram for the value
representing the sum of the width of a slit (pore) between fibrils and the diameter of a fibril in deformed HDPE.

Fig. 7. (A) AFM image of HDPE stretched by 200% in water–ethanol solution. The direction of the stretching coincides with the extrusion axis and is denoted
by the arrow. (B) Scheme of disruption of lamellae into fragments.
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of a peak. For the undeformed sample the lamella thickness
was measured from SAXS and DSC [48]. The obtained data
are listed in Table 1.

As can be seen from the comparison between Figs. 1 and
5, deformation causes noticeable changes in the structure
of initial HDPE. It is evident that, even at a tensile strain
of 50%, the majority of lamellae are bent and located not
perpendicularly to the stretching axis (extrusion axis) (as
shown lines in Fig. 5). The values of the long period
increase from 27 ± 8 nm for undeformed HDPE films to
40 ± 11 nm at a tensile strain of 50%. The thickness of
lamellae is 16 ± 3 nm (Table 1), as determined from the
section profiles.

The volume strain of the samples stretched by 50% is
not higher than 15% (Fig. 3, curve 2), as measured from
the geometric sizes of the samples, and no pronounced fib-
rillar–porous structure is observed at this tensile strain.
Fig. 6A exhibits the AFM image of the surface of an
HDPE film stretched by 100% in water–ethanol solution.
In the course of the deformation by 100%, the long period
value varies in a wide range, and its mean value increases
to 55 ± 17 nm, thereby indicating the separation of lamel-
lae with the increase in the tensile strain. The thickness
of lamellae is retained in the same range (the mean value
is 17 ± 3 nm), and their bend remains preserved. The main
change in the structure of HDPE consists in the appearance
of a developed fibrillar–porous structure in the interlamel-
lar space. Fibrils oriented along the stretching axis are dis-
tinctly seen between lamellae in the images of HDPE
stretched by 100%. Slitlike pores are observed between
the fibrils.

This image does not enable us to determine reliably the
diameters of the fibrils and voids, because the cantilever
curvature radius is nearly 10 nm, and the measurements



Fig. 8. AFM image of HDPE deformed by 400% in water–ethanol solution.
The direction of the stretching is denoted by the arrow.

Table 1
Parameters (mean ± standard deviation) of the structure of HDPE as
depending on tensile strain e during crazing in liquid medium.

e (%) Long period
(nm)

Lamella
thickness (nm)

Pore width + fibril
diameter (nm)

0 27 ± 8 14 –
50 40 ± 11 16 ± 3 –
70 48 ± 15 16 ± 3 –

100 55 ± 17 17 ± 3 19 ± 7
200 75 ± 36 16 ± 3 20 ± 6
400 128 ± 50 – 33 ± 13
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of the surface asperities having sizes comparable with this
value are incorrect. The distance between the tops of fibrils
is independent of the cantilever curvature radius; there-
fore, the value that represents the sum of the diameter of
a fibril and the width of a slit (pore) between fibrils may
be measured with a rather high accuracy. In order to mea-
sure this parameter, section profiles were plotted along the
lines perpendicular to the stretching axis (along line 1 in
Fig. 6A). The distance between the tops of fibrils was deter-
mined from the obtained section profiles. The results of
measuring the value corresponding to sum of the width
of a slit (pore) between fibrils and the diameter of a fibril
are presented as a histogram in Fig. 6C. The mean value
has appeared to be 19 ± 7 nm. This parameter may be esti-
mated in another way. As can be seen from the profilogram
and the obtained images, a segment 100 nm long contains,
on average, five fibrils, so the value corresponding to sum
of the diameter of one fibril and one pore is on the order
of 20 nm.

Thus, the images obtained at a tensile strain of 100%
obviously visualize the previous ideas of the development
of a fibrillar–porous structure during the deformation of
semicrystalline polymers by the crazing mechanism.
Previously, these ideas were based on an increase in the
volume of a polymer sample and the emergence of a struc-
ture permeable to liquids after the deformation of
semicrystalline polymers in liquid medium, as well as on
SAXS data [20,50].

Fig. 7A depicts the AFM image of an HDPE sample
deformed in water–ethanol medium by 200%. It can be
seen that, at this tensile strain, lamellae have been dis-
rupted into smaller fragments (Fig. 7B). Even the largest
fragments are no longer than 200 nm. It should also be
noted that the fragments of lamellae are displaced relative
to each other. The fragments of lamellae may be oriented
at various angles to the direction of stretching. The thick-
ness of lamellae (16 ± 3) nm remains in the same range.

The data presented in Table 1 demonstrate that the long
period continues to grow with the tensile strain, and its
values vary in wide range. The mean long period value is
75 ± 36 nm. The mean value of the sum of the fibril diame-
ter and the pore width is 20 ± 6 nm; i.e., as compared with
this value for HDPE stretched by 100% (19 ± 7 nm)
(Table 1).

After stretching by 400%, the HDPE structure resembles
a network of fibrils with nodes formed by the fragments of
lamellae (Fig. 8). At this tensile strain, lamellae are dis-
rupted into fragments 50–100 nm long, which are dis-
placed relative to each other.

The fragmentation of lamellae and the displacement of
their fragments substantially increase the parameter
reflecting the sum of fibril diameter and pore width (the
mean value is 33 ± 13 nm). As can be seen from Fig. 8, at
this geometry of a sample fibrils ‘‘originating’’ from one
lamella may ‘‘end’’ in two different fragments of a dis-
rupted neighboring lamella. This circumstance facilitates
the formation of large voids. The ends of fibrils originating
from lamella fragment A are attached to separate frag-
ments B and C, whereas fibrils originating from fragment
C ‘‘come’’ to fragments D and E, which, most likely, com-
posed one lamella before the fragmentation. Thus, as the
tensile strain of HDPE is increased to 400%, the frag-
mentation of lamellae and the displacement of their frag-
ments relative to each other become especially
pronounced, while the values of the long period and the
sum of the fibril thickness and pore width increase
(Table 1).

As mentioned above, the AFM measurements do not
make it possible to reliably determine the width of the slits
(pores) between fibrils. However, assuming that, at a ten-
sile strain of 100–200%, the thickness of a fibril is equal
to the diameter of a pore, the ‘‘pore width + fibril diameter’’
values determined by AFM may be used to estimate the
pore width (pore diameter) in HDPE as a value of about
6–13 nm at tensile strains of 100% and 200%, respectively.
The similar fibril diameters and pore widths (about 8–
10 nm) were also obtained by SAXS for crazed HDPE [51].
In work [52] the parameters of the fibrillar–porous struc-
ture of HDPE deformed by the crazing mechanism (that
is used in this work) were determined by the pressure-dri-
ven liquid permeability method. The porous structure of
the polymer was simulated by a system of straight
channels running through the cross section of a film. The
effective pore diameter was calculated by the Poiseuille
equation. For HDPE deformed in different media by
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100–200%, the effective pore diameter appeared to be 4–
8 nm. Thus, different methods yield close values of pore
diameters for HDPE deformed in liquid media by the craz-
ing mechanism.

Images illustrating the structural rearrangements that
accompany the stretching of HDPE in water–ethanol solu-
tion and the scheme constructed by summarizing the data
are presented in Fig. 9.

The comparison of the AFM images (Fig. 9) with the
data in Table 1 and the stress–strain curve for HDPE defor-
mation in water–ethanol solution (Fig. 2) allows us to
Fig. 9. AFM images of (A) initial HDPE and that stretched by (B) 50%, (C) 200%, a
with the extrusion axis and is denoted by the arrows in the images. The scheme co
describe the process of HDPE deformation by the crazing
mechanism as follows. At an initial stage of stretching
(below the yield stress), the stress–strain dependence is
linear. According to the published data [53], the deforma-
tion of crystalline polymers begins in the more compliant
amorphous phase, this deformation being reversible owing
to the rubberlike properties of through chains. Further, as
the tensile strain increases, lamellae are bent
(Figs. 5A, 9B) that agrees with the data on the deformation
of semicrystalline polymers (in particular, so called hard-
elastic polymers) in air [54]. The locking of the shear of
nd (D) 400% in water–ethanol solution. The stretching direction coincides
nstructed based on the images is shown in the left-hand part of the figure.
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amorphous layers due to straining of tie-molecules causes
stress concentrations in lamellae (at interfaces around
points of tie-molecules entrance into lamella) and results
in lamellae bending according to the crystallographic
mechanisms [10].

In addition to the bending of lamellae, the growth of the
long period, i.e., the separation of the lamellae, takes place.
It is this stage at which, in the opinion of many authors
[6,7,55,56], microvoids (cavitations) are nucleated. The
separation of lamellae must be accompanied by either
the development of cavitations in the amorphous compo-
nent with the formation of crazes (voids) [6,7], or the plas-
tic flow of the material toward the sites of defective
packing of polymer chains [2].

The deformation resistance to the separation of lamel-
lae depends on the densities of tie chains and entangle-
ment network in the amorphous phase, as well as the
thickness of lamellae [7,57]. The separation lamellae can-
not continue at high tensile strains, because the tie chains
in the amorphous phase can only be stretched to some lim-
iting state [58–60]. The taut tie-molecules produce stress
concentrations on lamellae surfaces, which together with
crystallographic slip instabilities lead to slip localization.
As a consequence, lamellae undergo splitting and frag-
mentation into blocks – the next stage of deformation
[10,61].

The analysis of the images (Figs. 5–8) taken in the
physically active medium from HDPE stretched to different
tensile strains shows that the extent of lamella frag-
mentation increases with the tensile strain: at a tensile
strain of 100%, extended fragments of lamellae (as long
as 500 nm) are observed; at a tensile strain of 200%, the
longitudinal sizes of lamellae decrease to 100–200 nm;
and, at a tensile strain of 400%, this value becomes still
smaller (nearly 50–100 nm). As can be seen from the
obtained AFM images of HDPE stretched in the physically
active medium, when passing from 50% to 100% tensile
strain, substantial changes take place in the polymer struc-
ture, namely, fibrils and pores arise.

At present, there are several models for the trans-
formation of a lamellar structure into a fibrillar one: the
Peterlin’s micronecking model [1,5], the melting–recrystal-
lization model [62,63] and the crystallographic model
[2,64–66]. Despite the variety of models the majority of
researchers believe that the breakage of a crystal structure
(the fragmentation of lamellae and the transformation of a
lamellar structure into a fibrillar one) and the development
of cavitations begin in the region of the yield stress, and
this fact is confirmed by our data.

The data presented in Table 1 were used to plot the
dependence of the mean long period values on the tensile
strain (Fig. 10, curve 1), which appeared to be almost lin-
ear. Moreover, the plotted curve agreed with the theoreti-
cal straight line (Fig. 10, curve 2) constructed under the
assumption that the deformation occurs entirely due to
the separation of lamellae in accordance with the following
equation: L = L0(1 + e), where L is the long period value cal-
culated at tensile strain e and L0 is the long period value for
the initial polymer. Taking into account that the lamella
thickness remains unchanged within the measurement
error, this fact leads us to state that deformation of HDPE
with the initial row-structure in the physically active med-
ium proceeds via the separation of lamellae. An analogous
coincidence between the calculated values of the long per-
iod and SEM data was observed for hard-elastic polymers
deformed in air [67].

The AFM data exhibit the similarity of the structure and
behavior of semicrystalline polymers upon crazing in liq-
uid medium and hard-elastic polymers deformed in air
[68–70]. This similarity is not accidental, since it is based
on the layered lamellar structure (row-structure), which
is common for these groups of polymers. Owing to the spe-
cial procedures applied for stretching and annealing, the
structure of precursor films used for producing hard-elastic
polymers is more perfect; therefore, a fibrillar–porous
structure with a high porosity is formed in them even upon
stretching the polymers in air.
3.4. HDPE deformation in the liquid medium upon stretching
in the direction perpendicular to the extrusion axis

As has been mentioned above, the planes of lamellae
are mostly oriented perpendicularly to the extrusion axis,
and the studies have been performed with samples
deformed along the extrusion axis (normal to the lamellae
planes). In this case the deformation by crazing takes place.
In order to find out the effects of the initial arrangement of
lamellae and the direction of the applied force on the
resulting structure, we studied HDPE deformed in water–
ethanol solution by 200% in the direction perpendicular
to the extrusion axis (Fig. 11A and B). It has been shown
above (Fig. 3, curve 3) that, in this case, the volume of
the polymer does not increase upon deformation, and the
dye does not color a sample (Fig. 4B); i.e., the crazing
mechanism is not realized.

It can be seen that deformation is accompanied by the
appearance of many thick (15–40 nm) strands, which
resemble the lamellae shifted relative to each other
(Fig. 11A and B). According to [66] this deformation
mechanism involves the shear of the lamella crystals par-
allel to each other (scheme in Fig. 11C). Some images of
the initial film show regions where the lamella



Fig. 11. (A and B) AFM image of HDPE deformed in water–ethanol solution by 200% in the direction perpendicular to the extrusion axis (arrow 1 denotes
the stretching direction, arrow 2 denotes the extrusion axis) and (C) scheme of the slip (shear) of lamellae under the conditions when the stress is applied
perpendicularly to the normal to the plane of lamella surfaces [66].
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arrangement is disturbed and the planes of lamellae are
not oriented perpendicularly to the extrusion axis but
rather at an angle to it or along it. Apparently, the deforma-
tion of such regions leads to the lamellae oriented perpen-
dicularly or at an angle to the stretching direction (as
shown in the marked areas in Fig. 11A and B).

Thus, the mechanism of deformation – crazing with the
separation of lamellae and the formation of the fibrillar–
porous structure or the slip (shear) of lamellae relative to
each other (Fig. 11C) with no pore formation – depends on
the direction of the deforming force with respect to the
arrangement of lamellae in the initial HDPE structure. The
deformation in the direction perpendicular to the extrusion
axis is not accompanied by the development of voids; there-
fore, the absence of crazing is quite an expected result.

3.5. The features of crazing amorphous glassy and crystalline
polymers

Crazing is a type of plastic deformation of polymers,
which is, in contrast to shear, accompanied by an increase
in the volume of a sample being deformed [71]. Previously,
the mechanism of crazing and the conditions of the transi-
tion from the crazing to the shear were mainly considered
for amorphous glassy polymers at deformation tempera-
tures below the glass-transition temperatures of the poly-
mers [17,72,73]. The deformation develops in some
distinctly distinguishable local zones (crazes). The data
on the structure of crazes were, for the first time, reported
in the works by Kambour [17]. At present, a model craze
structure has been recognized, which implies the existence
of ‘‘main’’ fibrils that connect the opposite walls of crazes
and transverse fibrils between them [74].

Deformation of semicrystalline polymers may also be
accompanied by the development of crazes analogous to
crazes in amorphous glassy polymers [75–77]. The growth
of crazes and the development of deformation by the
mechanism of crazing rather than shear depend primarily
on the density of the effective entanglement network and
the surface energy of a polymer irrespective of whether
the polymer is amorphous or semicrystalline [78]. The
transition of deformation from the shear to crazing is facili-
tated by a reduction in the surface energy of a polymer,
which may be realized when stretching polymers in physi-
cally active media [17,19,72,73].

However, the behavior of semicrystalline polymers in
the course of crazing is distinguished by some specific fea-
tures. As a matter of fact, two types of crazing may be
observed for semicrystalline polymers. The ‘‘classical’’
crazing, which is similar to the crazing of amorphous
glassy polymers, takes place when a semicrystalline poly-
mer is deformed at a temperature in the vicinity or below
the glass-transition temperature of its amorphous phase.

When a semicrystalline polymer is stretched at a tem-
perature above the glass-transition temperature of its
amorphous phase, the deformation may also lead to the
nucleation of cavitations in the interlamellar region [6,7],
and their subsequent development may be accompanied
by the development of crazes characterized by a typical
fibrillar–porous structure [75–77]. This type of crazing
may be referred to as ‘‘intercrystallite’’ or ‘‘interlamellar’’
crazing.
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Two types of crazing may be observed when deforming
semicrystalline polymers in physically active media, which
facilitate the development of deformation by the crazing
mechanism. In this case, the type of crazing, through which
the deformation occurs, depends on the deformation con-
ditions (temperature and rate of deformation), the degree
of polymer crystallinity, and the nature of a physically
active liquid (adsorption-active medium or liquid, in which
the polymer swells). In the literature [20] the difference
between the classical and interlamellar (the authors refer
to the latter as ‘‘delocalized’’ crazing) types of crazing
was considered upon deformation of polymers in physi-
cally active liquid media. The width of crazes resulting
from the classical crazing may be as large as several dozen
micrometers, while their length may be still larger, i.e., a
few millimeters and above. The development of the classi-
cal crazing of this type is associated with an initial imper-
fection of a material, while individual crazes, as well as
regions of an undeformed polymer between them, may
be distinguished in a sample. As the deformation develops,
the fraction of the nonoriented bulk polymer between
crazes continuously diminishes until the entire polymer
passes into the oriented state [19].

At present, the evolution of the structure of amorphous
glassy polymers deformed by the classical crazing mecha-
nism has been studied in detail, whereas the structural
aspects of the interlamellar crazing remain to be investi-
gated. In connection to all of the mentioned above, this
work represents the first direct investigation of the struc-
tural evolution of a semicrystalline polymer deformed by
the interlamellar crazing.

As has been shown in this work, crazes in HDPE
deformed by the interlamellar crazing are located between
lamellae or stacks of lamellae and have a size of no larger
than 200 nm even at high tensile strains. The nucleation
and development of crazes in semicrystalline polymers
are predetermined by their lamellar structure, and the
developing fibrillar–porous structure is distributed in the
intercrystallite space throughout the sample volume.
Hence, the main difference between the two kinds of craz-
ing consists in the sizes of the local zones of deformation.
4. Conclusion

Thus, the AFM study has demonstrated that deforma-
tion of HDPE having an initial row-structure by the inter-
lamellar crazing is accompanied by the following
processes: lamellar bending, separation of lamellae, dis-
ruption of lamellae into smaller fragments, the displace-
ment of the fragments of lamellae relative to each other,
and the formation of fibrillar–porous structure in the inter-
lamellar space.

It was found that the long period increases in the pro-
portion to the tensile strain. This fact indicates that the
separation of lamellae makes the main contribution to
the deformation of HDPE by crazing mechanism. The fibril-
lar–porous structure develops in the case of stretching
along the extrusion axis (perpendicular to the planes of
the lamellae) and does not develop in the case of stretching
in the transverse direction. The obtained data enable to
determine the main difference between the classical and
interlamellar crazing: the sizes of the local zones of defor-
mation. The width of crazes resulting from the classical
crazing may be as large as several dozen micrometers,
while the width of crazes resulting from the interlamellar
crazing does not exceed a few hundred nanometers.
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